receive some form of financial aid, but the
Hertie School wants to offer more.
A number of partners support the Hertie
School’s New Perspectives Scholarship
Initiative for MPP students, including the
Commerzbank Foundation, Landesbank BadenWürttemberg (LBBW), Deutsche Bank and
McKinsey & Co Inc. The scholarships are aimed
at applicants who would otherwise be deterred due to socio-economic reasons, international applicants who cannot accept a place
without financial support, or students with
non-traditional academic backgrounds, such as
natural sciences.
The Hertie School gained the right to award
doctoral degrees in September 2012. In order
to attract the most talented doctoral candidates, regardless of financial circumstances,
the school seeks to offer as many doctoral
scholarships as possible. The school is grateful
for the generosity of partners such as philanthropist Dieter Rosenkranz and the Stiftung
ökonomischer Fortschritt, who support several
doctoral students.

Support our Research and Teaching
At the Hertie School, research, teaching and
real-world experience go hand-in-hand. There
are many ways in which partners can support
the Hertie School to address the most pressing public policy challenges of our time. The
school appreciates the financial backing for
its Endowed Chairs and Professorships, such
as the Professorship in Public and Financial
Management, funded by KPMG AG, and the
Professorship in Governance of Energy and
Infrastructure, supported by the Karl Schlecht
Foundation. Partners also support our research
centres and a wide range of international
research projects. Examples include the Berggruen Institute on Governance which supports the Governance Report, and the Mercator
Foundation which sponsors the Dahrendorf
Symposium. The Hertie School is grateful to its
partners and welcomes the support of others
who want to help pursue academic excellence
and good governance.

Rizwan Bajwa
Disaster Response: Institutional
Memory and Flexibility Save Lives
In August 2010, torrential mon-

are much easier when tried-and-

soon rains submerged nearly

tested structures are available.

a fifth of Pakistani territory,

“Particularly in Pakistan,” he
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says, “I felt that the humanitar-

risk from disease, hunger and

ian response to the conflict in

loss of property. Rizwan Bajwa,

the northwest and the floods in
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was working in Islamabad for

could have been better if we had

the United Nations World Food

the institutional memory and

Programme when he was de-

historical experience within the

ployed to help airlift provisions

structures we draw upon.”

to far-flung and isolated pockets
of the flooded countryside

Bajwa helps to build gover
nance capacities at the local, pro-

The Pakistani native took part vincial, and national levels. He
in several of the hundreds of sor-

also trains first responders—work-

ties flown by the UN. Arriving by

ing with school authorities, as

helicopter, he was often greeted

well as local government and

by desperate and expectant

NGO officials.

crowds of people. Making order

“In 2009, two years after

out of this chaos, reaching the

graduating from the first class of

most vulnerable citizens in the

the MPP programme, I saw conflict

crisis, and setting up a system

spill over from the border regions

that served people fairly, even

to the heartlands of Pakistan, both

after the helicopters had flown

in the form of terrorism as well as

away, was—and is—his job.

all-out war,” Bajwa says. The soft

“The WFP operates on the

skills he honed in Berlin, such as

frontlines of humanitarian relief

negotiation, leadership, and man-

and recovery,” he says, noting

agement have been very useful.

that he often draws on his MPP

“I have been able to dis-

education, whether organising

play the professional flexibility

aid in the wake of natural disas-

needed to shift gears in ever-

ters, or helping those caught up

evolving scenarios,” he says.

in political conflicts, such as set-

Those experiences will help

ting up a school food programme

the WFP handle the next disaster:

in war-torn Syria.

“It is unfortunate to be expecting the worst, but it’s better to be

Institutions that enable
good governance are the pillar

prepared.”

upon which such recovery programmes are built, he says. Regis- Rizwan Bajwa was a member of
tering the displaced, identifying

the Hertie School’s first MPP class

the needy, getting help from the

and worked at the Asian Develop-

police and locating NGO partners

ment Bank before joining the WFP.
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